THE PROMISED LAND
(Beauty to perfection)
John R. Foutty
Light springs the green valley to hours
Of sudden voices. All remembered words
Explain the old familiar-petaled
flowers;
Define the grace of winging birds
Answer for answer, in confusion,
Blinded by the eye's delusion.
Unfolded, the breathing take their weary paths.
Unlocked from hidden cellars of the night,
The heavy-lidded sparrows shake their baths;
Cocoons burst butterflies to sight.
Each stands revealed, renewed, undone
By those who seek the vitals of the sun.
Their words the baited lure, 1 cast beyond
The casual turn 0 f time to snare their perfect year:
Snagging an unwound line, I snap the wand
And follow, hal f-reluctant; turn in sudden fear
To see the heavens scatter burning rain
Behind, charring the damp connecting chain.
The golden asters shriveled and were gone,
A falcon bent its singed head and wept.
The butterflies were cinders on a lawn
'vVhere grasses faded to their rock and slept.
Clouds were dusted from a brittle sky,
And even human voices could not cry.
As leaden curtains clanged the past to place
A melting shadow clutched its cheeks of clay,
And unbound circles rippled space
In time to metronomes that clicked the day.
Kneeling on infinities of glass,
I felt for nonexistent blades of grass.
:\ly hand twitched for a knife, a wouncl to heal:
There was no yielding substance, all was clear.
Seeking unseen patterns past appeal,
I heard the tick within rny useless ear
Give token of a motion to belie
The unbound, inviolate, vacant sky.
And as I sought the entrance to return,
The leaden curtains fell into the crystal plain;
Revealed eternal reaches light could never burn,
Or turn to shadow a forgotten reign.
The great pulse stopped; the glass refused my face
And slip me in through its unbroken surfaceThere was no pain.
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It is 110t hard to comprehend
A crow, the sound of hinges 111
The easy flight of miracles;
To trace the burning feather's fall
From wings that falsely search the sun.
Who will press the wayward shell
Of seas into a plastic brain,
And bear the echo drawn within?
It is not easy to be heard:
The Griffin and the Roc appear,
Not curious, but obsolete,
And suffer their rejection nobly;
I am the one who is undone.
Pebble your eyes and trust the wax
In fumbling ears, trundle of f
Your fears into a weary bed.
It is more difficult to speak
(To wear the heart's rebuttal home,
And feel the bone encircle gold
Within my chest) ; to feign remorse
For triumph. An egg becomes a bell,
And Phoenix-like are feathered birds
Spelling the incredible word again
To answer the curve of the beautiful ear.

